
     

 

 

     

      

  

      

 

 

 

 

 

    

  

  

  

   

DISCOVER SOMETHING AMAZING 

www.freeeday.wordpress.com 



 

 

What’s going on here? 

Welcome to the free e-brochure for Free-e-Day, the online celebration of independent culture. 

Here you’ll find a bit about Free-e-day and what it’s about. Not so much as to be boring, though. If you 

REALLY want to know more, head over to our website at www.freeeday.wordpress.com ; sign up for the 

Free-e-day group on Facebook; and friend Freeedayfestival on Myspace. 

At the back, you’ll find a directory of all the amazing creative people who have signed up so far, and links 

to where you can find out more, and pick up your free downloads on December 1
st

.  

You’ll also find a list of events that we’re running live on the day. 

And you’ll find details of how you can join in. Here in fact. It’s pretty simple, really. If you write, 

sing, play, draw, or anything else cool like that, just send us a link, through any of our websites, to 

somewhere you’ll be offering fans a free download on December 1
st

, and we’ll add you to the directory. 

If you like what we’re doing and have a website that does amazing stuff with creative people, let us 

know and we’ll add you to our fellow traveller section. And if you like literature, music, art, film and 

want free downloads, just hang around the websites, join the Facebook group, and turn up on 

December 1
st

. We believe in connecting artists and fans, so if there’s something you like (or don’t!) and 

you want to say hi to the person who created it, this is a great place to do it. 

Or e-mail songsfromtheothersideofthewall@googlemail.com 

 

 

What’s there to do around here? 

And in between all that you’ll find a load of random pages of stuff. What’s that about? Well, everyone 

who takes part is offered a page in the brochure to do what they want with. There will be another 

brochure later, and a programme on the day. If you want to see your page in there, just participate in 

Free-e-day in any of the ways listed above. 

 

 

 



 

 

What is Free-e-day? 

Free-e-day is 1 December 2009 

Free-e-day 2009 is a celebration of the independent creative spirit. 

Free-e-day is for every singer, writer, artist, artisan, photographer, film-maker, whatever who 

believes that the most important part of culture is the fans. And it’s for everyone who loves 

culture and wants to experience the very best of it, or just try out something new, for free. 

Free-e-day is the chance for everyone and anyone to give some of their work away for free, as a 

thank you to their current fans, and a present for their new ones. 

Free-e-day is the world’s biggest showcase for the massive, indomitable, indestructible, joyful, 

independent creative spirit of the human race. 

Free-e-day is the chance for everyone to discover the most exciting culture the whole world has 

to offer. 

Free-e-day is a 48 hour (because we recognise that a day starts one side of the date line and doesn’t 

finish till it reaches the other side) carnival with online events like webchats and debates; and 

workshops to offer advice to anyone who wants to do it for themselves. 

Free-e-day is not a directory. It’s not exhaustive. It’s not a list of stuff that’s available for free. It’s a 

celebration of a group of amazing people who’ve all endorsed the principle of being fabulous in their 

own way. It is, in other words, a community. 

 



 

 

Formalities type stuff 

 

This is the legal bit 

All of the material produced here is the copyright of the 

individual named creator. Everyone has generously 

donated both time and material to make this a great day 

with loads of great free stuff. You can reproduce this 

brochure, but you may not sell it; and you may not pass 

off anything contained in here as your own. 

Free-e-day and its organisers are not responsible for the content submitted. To the best of our 

knowledge, the work submitted by our participants is all their own. Plagiarism sucks, and if anything 

here has been pilfered, we will be as hacked off with whoever did it as we will be with anyone who 

pilfers from us. 

 

And this is the nice bit 

YOU CAN’T SAY NICE THINGS IN CALIBRI. YOU JUST CAN’T, OK. BUT YOU CAN’T READ THE 

JOLLY FONTS, AND THE NICE BITS ARE THE ONES YOU NEED TO READ. SO YOU’VE GOT THIS 

IN STENCIL AS A COMPROMISE. ALL RIGHT? 

MORE PEOPLE THAN I COULD POSSIBLY MENTION HAVE HELPED MAKE THIS A FANTASTIC 

EVENT. EVEN THOUGH WE’RE 2 MONTHS AWAY STILL, WE ALREADY HAVE A PROGRAMME 

I’D BE PROUD TO PRESENT ON THE DAY. I WANT TO THANK ALL OUR CONTRIBUTORS, AND 

THOSE PEOPLE WHO HAVE KINDLY AGREED TO GIVE UP THEIR TIME ON THE DAY TO HOST 

OR TAKE PART IN WEBCHATS, WORKSHOPS, CONCERTS, AND READINGS. YOU ARE ALL 

AWESOME. 

 

BUT I WANT TO SAY A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO VIKRAM AND FREYA AT BOOKBUZZR AND 

FREADO. YOU ARE EITHER READING THIS BROCHURE AS A PDF OR YOU’RE FLICKING 

THROUGH IT ONSCREEN IN AN AMAZING WIDGET CALLED A BOOKBUZZR. THE WIDGET IN 

QUESTION IS VIKRAM NARAYAN’S BRAINCHILD, AND NOT ONLY IS IT A FANTASTIC THING 

FOR WRITERS EVERYWHERE, BUT FOR SOMEONE WHO’S SO MUCH CLEVERER AND MORE 

IMPORTANT THAN I AM, VIKRAM HAS SHOWN THE PATIENCE, ENTHUSIASM, AND 

KINDNESS OF NOT JUST ONE BUT A WHOLE PANOPLY OF SAINTS. IT’S THANKS TO HIM 

THAT SO MANY OF YOU GET TO SEE SO MUCH OF THE COOL STUFF WE’VE GOT HAPPENING. 

 

Yesterday we obeyed kings and  
bent our necks before emperors. But 
today we kneel only to truth, follow 
only beauty, and obey only love.  
 
- Kahlil Gibran - 



 
 

A journey seeking freedom,  
from self inflicted fears,  
from societal oppression and  
hypocrisy. A short selection of  
poems from over the years.  

- nydiessi -  

 

http://nydiessi.deviantart.com 

Freak  
 

Do I die or do I live  

Within this choice  

Guilt eating white scar tissue  

And red meat  

In drowning  

Will I find me?  

A light, a flame and a match  

Peace I seek  

Will the world follow me?  

Conscience can it be  

One man's voice  

Empathy  

Bleeding  

Passion is  

Overused Overdone Overrated  

Do I lie  

Do I deny  

Do I allow  

Truth Salvation Pleasure  

Hedonism Sadism  

When I follow many roads  

When I die  

Crawling  

Into a hole  

When I yearn  

When I look away  

To a path  

Far from the one that I walk on  

bleed on  

stumble on  

 

Will I be free?  

©nydiessi 2009. Some Rights Reserved. This work is licensed under aCreative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 License.  

Yesterday we obeyed kings and  
bent our necks before emperors. But 
today we kneel only to truth, follow 
only beauty, and obey only love.  
 
- Kahlil Gibran - 





 



 

 

Getting the Old Gang Back Together 

By jenn topper 

Howard Kessler has lived the fast life of a Hollywood player. As a two-time Oscar nominee, Emmy winner, and even a Tony 

nomination, Howard's time in the spotlight has been sustained and well-deserved. A kid from Brooklyn with no education and 

no positive role-models, Howard's fame, fortune, and grandiosity have earned him a reputation throughout the entertainment 

industry as a tough-guy, big-spender, gritty, but appealing and straightforward celebrity. His run with women, alcohol, and dice 

have also earned him the notorious nickname, "Kiss & Tell" Kessler. What could Howard possibly need after a lifetime filled with 

everything anyone could ever want?  

Howard has missed out on starting a family. He's never been to a grocery store, or made a doctor's appointment. He has never 

played catch with a kid. He has never experienced what he thinks he had always wanted, which was a normal life, the one he 

idealized with a house, picket fence, and a dog. Now he has 2 mansions, a ranch, a yacht, and a private island, instead.  

Right out of high school, he joined the Navy and was soon singing alongside USO performers on deck and was discovered by a 

Hollywood studio executive on the prowl for new, raw talent. He found it in Howard, a willing soul to put what little he had on 

the line to find success on the big screen. He found success, but at a cost that he is now beginning to regret. And ever since 

Nancy, his long time (and much younger) girlfriend, left him two years ago, Howard has been wandering aimlessly through a 

soul-searching expedition that takes him right back to Brooklyn. 

What are his old friends from Brooklyn up to? In what directions have they gone? Having skipped the high-school reunions over 

the years, Howard really had no idea what his old gang looks like now. His expectations of finding fulfillment were high. He has 

piled on visions of a big welcome, warm embraces, and nostalgia of the fun of the past. Howard hasn't accounted for the bumps 

and bruises that a "normal" life offers. The reunion provides the painful details of the past 50 years, and gives Howard a dose of 

reality that he never could have expected. 

Meet the Old Gang Now, and on Free e-day on December 1, Expect the Unexpected 

Frank Russo – construction company owner, 66 years old, lives in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn in a large home with rococo statues and 

fountains. Married with four troublesome kids. Hard-working, but has had some slip ups with corruption charges, cut a deal 

with the prosecutor but still involved in nefarious Mafioso and no one knows who he ratted out because there were no 

indictments following his plea deal. 

Israel "Izzy" Buchwald - The most eclectic of the group, Izzy, 64, currently sells coke, has done time for running numbers, and 

had his own travel agency (as a cover) for years. His ex-wife married one of the world's richest men, and they still sleep 

together on his houseboat in Sheepshead Bay. She’s also his biggest customer. 

Karol "Punch" Plotkin - Retired from AT&T/Bells after working for 45 years as an engineer and later in global sales. First and 

only of the group to go to college, Punch was the rowdiest of the crew back in high school, grew up with a single mother and on 

welfare. Had it the toughest, but worked and focused after high school to get out of Brooklyn. 2 adult kids, successful and 

educated, but he lost a leg to diabetes. Lives the suburban lifestyle, and claims he has nothing to hide. We’ll see. 

Art Raimi - Art went to work for the New York Yankees after hanging around at the stadium as a ball boy. He soon escalated 

through the ranks and has become a VP in MLB and is next in line to be commissioner of baseball. Art's been divorced for years 

but hasn't gotten over it. He hasn't seen his two kids since the divorce and would do anything to repair the relationship. He has 

spent every cent he has on lawyers to try to prove to his kids that he didn’t ruin his marriage—but keeping his boyfriend out of 

that picture has proven extraordinarily difficult. 

  

 Jenn Topper isn’t a writer, she doesn’t live on the New Jersey shore, and she doesn’t have the two most perfect little boys in 

the world. She does overwhelmingly love her day job, and thinks it’s just peachy; and couldn’t think of a better way to refine 

her ability to sit tight than to wait for agents to get back to her on her other projects she has submitted. 

http://dontpublishme.blogspot.com  

 



Benny Platonov  Gupter Puncher/Oli Johns 
 

Ok, what’s it about? 

Benny Platonov will save the eight-hundred and fifty-seven 

homeless of Hong Kong. 

Why? 

Benny’s a writer, an artist without the art, but that’s just a 

detail. The art will come, the words will come. 

Yeah, but why the homeless? 

Benny has a heart. He cares. And the opposite, he hates. 

Oh, who does he hate? 

Them. The rich. 

 

Anyone else? 

His students, those he teaches at the University. They are all rich kids. ‘What do they know of suffering?’ he asks 

pretty much every lesson. 

So, he’s bitter then?    

Yeah, possibly. He’s a lot of things. This is what literature can do better than film, right? It can get inside someone’s 

head, or it can show more sides to a person without making it seem out of character. So, Benny is many-sided, a 

dreamer, a romantic, but also unsure of himself. And he can be a real **** sometimes. 

 

Gupter Puncher/Oli Johns Benny Platonov published by Lulu.com, 2009, $20.45 

 

Oli Johns is a member of the Year Zero writers’ collective http://yearzerowriters.wordpress.com 

 

Copyright© belongs to Oli Johns through the Writers’ Guild of West USA. 2009 

 

 



 



 

 

The World's No. 1 Free Online Book Marketing Technology for Authors 

Over 2,500 authors and 100 publishers  

www.bookbuzzr.com 

 

"I've been very pleased with the additional publicity (and sales) BookBuzzr has helped to generate for 

The Festival on Lyris Five. If you have a book or e-book yourself, I recommend visiting the Freado site 

and creating your own BookBuzzr widget today." 
- Nick Daws 
Author of "The Festival on Lyris Five" 

 

"BookBuzzr picks up more readers than anything else. It's hot" 
- Larry Harrison 
Author of "Glimpses of a Floating World"  

 

"They respond swiftly to feedback - they will even try to make changes. They actually want to give 

writers a tool that works for them. And they've succeeded. Bookbuzzr is the best widget I've ever found 

on the web. And would go on my essential top 10 web toolkit for writers." 
- Dan Holloway  
Author of "Songs From the Other Side of the Wall"  

 

"I hope BookBuzzr goes from strength to strength because your site allows authors to put so much more 

up than others do. I also appreciate the way BookBuzzr responds so promptly with author assistance." 
- Fiona Ingram 
Author of "The Secret of the Sacred Scarab" 

 

"Brilliant new look, snappier & faster - well done! Great home page." 
- Victoria Twead 
Author of "Chickens, Mules and Two Old Fools" 

 



the day the berlin wall came down, jennifer returned to england, abandoning her week-old 

daughter, szandi, to grow up on a hungarian vineyard with 300 years of history. now 18, 

szandi is part of budapest’s cosmopolitan art scene, sharing a flat and a bohemian lifestyle 

with her lover and fellow sculptress, yang. she has finally found her place in the world. then 

a letter arrives that threatens everything, and forces her to choose once and for all: between 

the past and the present; between east and west; between her family and her lover. 

The NUMBER ONE novel from authonomy and youwriteon, free. 

www.danholloway.wordpress.com 



 
 

I Weep For What Is Lost 
by J.S. Colley 

www.jscolley.wordpress.com 

 

I weep for what is lost 

Of desire 

To feel the heat  

When I come to you 

And press 

Expectant 

Against your skin 

 

I weep for what is lost 

Of bliss  

To feel your breath 

When I kiss your mouth 

And gaze 

Unblinking 

Into your eyes 

 

I weep for what is lost 

Of love 

To hear your sigh 

When I touch your chest 

And linger 

Content 

In your embrace 

 

I weep for what is lost 

 

 



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Martin McGovern 
 

Martin McGovern has been writing professionally for over ten years. His work 

includes a top-ten download from Microsoft's website, entitled 'Patch 

Management'. Of course, that was a few years ago. 

 

Since then, Martin has been concentrating on less IT-oriented writing. He is the 

author of 'The Octogenarian Ski-jumper'. What's that? Well, have you ever 

thought no-one achieved anything at your age? This is the antidote. This book 

describes the achievements of the famous and not-so-famous, arranged 

according to the age at which they achieved sporting greatness, wrote that novel, 

or invented that gadget we all use every day. For example, Ethel Seymour won an 

Olympic medal in gymnastics at 46. You will discover the person with the world's 

most impressive trophy cabinet, having won the Nobel Prize (at 69) and an 

Academy Award (at 82). Did you know that the most popular age for signing the 

American Declaration of Independence was 50? In Scotland, the first six Kings 

named James were all under 16 when the ascended the throne. With about 1,000 

examples of age related success, there is something for everyone with an age. 

 

Martin is discussing 'The Octogenarian Ski-jumper' with a publisher. He is also 

working on couple of new projects, and is the author of occasional light verse. 
 



Writing as Healing   

 

Feel you have something unsaid still locked inside? Learn How Writing can heal your life. 
Truthful writing can bring what is buried to light. It may seem a very easy thing to do, but 
journaling is often overlooked in our busy lives. With a sensitive approach, it can be used a 
powerful therapeutic tool uncovering buried insights, regaining empowerment. 

Writing your way to health is simple, easy and fun so this workshop explores the true value of 
how writing unravels problems by first getting them on to the page. I invite you to value what 
comes through writing out your problems on a piece of paper- this action alone can clear many 
long-standing issues. 

Kieron’s approach to writing is a unique synthesis of ideas about how writing releases emotions, 
thus clearing the way for self growth. It is based on a variety of methods developed by pioneers 
in the field such as Julia Cameron, James Pennebaker, Kathleen Adams, and Tristine Rainer. 
The difference is he also uses techniques from developments in EFT, neuroscience, guided 
visualisation, lucid dreaming, energy psychology and personal development.  

During the session you will be shown how to:   

• become centred and focussed 
• visualise through imagery 
• write freely without censoring yourself 
• release negative emotions 
• use EFT to release blocked emotions 
• clarify long standing or unresolved issues 
• be more in contact with your dreams 

 

It is not a standard Creative Writing class but could lead to more confidence with writing. At all 
times your personal boundaries and confidentiality will be maintained. The workshop is most 
useful for people who have recently been through a difficult transition, a major illness, 
relationship break down, or other traumatic experiences. But, since writing can be a fun activity, 
it is really open to anyone who feels they have a story they have not yet shared with anyone 
else and wishes to choose writing as the best medium to reveal it.  

 

   

Kieron is a practising writer of fiction and non fiction. 
He has done extensive research into this field. He is 

also a qualified Hypnotherapist and Lightning 
Process Practitioner. 

 

www.kierondevlin.com  
http://arthealswounds.blogspot.com/ 

Tel:  07896 483746 

34-5, Chiswell Street, London, EC1. 



Larry Harrison Glimpses of a Floating World  published by Lulu.com, 2009, ISBN 978-1-4092-
9338-5, £8.38. 

1963, and panic about the spread of heroin addiction in Britain. While the Profumo and 
Challenor scandals are exposing the dark underbelly of post-war Britain, a teenage heroin and 
cocaine addict undergoes a cold turkey in a padded cell. His escape from custody triggers a chain 
of events which ends in murder and mayhem. 

 

 

 

Larry Harrison is a member of the Year Zero writers’ collective 
http://yearzerowriters.wordpress.com 

Glimpses of a Floating World can be purchased through Amazon.co.uk and other on-line and 
high street book sellers. It is available from:  

http://www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/glimpses-of-a-floating-

world/931953 

It  is also available in different ebook formats for $3.99 from: 

http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/3275  

© Larry Harrison, 2009 

The right of Larry Harrison to be identified as the Author of the Work has been asserted by him in accordance with 

the Copyright, Design and Patents Act 1988. All rights reserved. 

 

Cover art © Larry Harrison, 2009 



 



 

©2009 Penny Goring 



Summon Your Dragons  
 
 

 
 

 

   

    

"So, you would deny us your help and then call us fools in the 

same breath! I am weary of this, Azkun, you try my patience 

beyond its limits. If you go, you go alone. I will give you a horse, 

only because I want you out of my sight. Go! Summon your 

dragons! I do not expect we will ever see you again." 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Is Azkun an ancient hero returned to save them all or just a madman with absurd ideas about 

dragons? The King of Anthor has no time for ancient heroes and even less time for dragons. Old 

crimes are coming back to haunt him and old enemies are stirring on his borders. Azkun says he 

wants to help, but he is driven by other cares and the King's problems pale in comparison. 

 

This is a gritty fantasy with no elves anywhere. 

 

 

 

 

Summon Your Dragons is available for download: http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/2724 





 

 

 

 Out in paperback on Amazon, WHSmith & Waterstones soon!  

The  antidote-to-travel  book!  A  European  Odyssey  where  brakes  fail  on  mountain  passes  ...a  

witch curses...Germans travel in a Tardis.  

 

If  you  ever  thought  a  trip  around  Europe  in  a  second-hand  camper  van  would  be  fun,  then  this  has  

been written for you. If not, just enjoy the ups and downs of the ride. Along the way, discover how to  

avoid  being  robbed  in  Rome  more  then  once,  and  why  you  shouldn't  attempt  to  take  a  campervan  

into one of the pueblos blancos in Andalucia.  

Uneasy  Rider  takes  a  humorous  and  wry  view  of  independent  travel.  When  people,  places  

and campsites intermingle, things are never dull.  

Adventure has never been our heroine's middle name, and travelling hundreds of miles in an  

unreliable  vehicle  doesn't  help.  With  her  imagination  often  in  overdrive,  luckily  situations  are  not  

always as bad as they seem, but when things really do go wrong, somehow her level-headed Other  

Half manages to rescue the situation.  

This is not a guidebook but a collection of sometimes harrowing but always entertaining tales  

experienced over several years and during times of so-called 'relaxation'.  

 

First  time  'campervanistas'  might  find  some  useful  tips,  and  old-hands  will  nod  wisely  in  

recognition. Enjoy!  

For release date and further information, please contact: hallyally@hotmail.co.uk  



 

Sentence of Marriage  
 

    

  “I won’t have her forced,” Jack said. “Let her  

   decide for herself.” 

 

   Amy knew her father meant it. She could say  

   no if she wanted. But this marriage would make  

   everything all right. They could put all the trouble  

   she had caused behind them. Everyone would be  

   happy again. 

   Everyone except her.  

Sentence of Marriage is the first book in the three-volume “Promises to Keep”. 

Amy dreams of an exciting life in the world beyond the farming valley where she lives. But in 

nineteenth century New Zealand, there are few choices for a farm girl like Amy. Her life seems 

mapped out for her by the time she’s fifteen. 

 
She meets a young man who seems to offer a path to that exciting world, and who quickly 

sweeps this lonely girl off her feet. For a magical few months, life is full of golden promise. And 

then her world collapses around her. 

Amy is offered what she sees as a way of atoning for the shame she feels she’s brought on her 

family, especially the father she adores: marriage to a man she barely knows. It means a 

heartbreaking choice. 

 

 

WorkingGirlReviews said of Sentence of Marriage “one of the best historical novels I’ve had the 

pleasure to read in years… The characters come alive on the page and with the breathtaking 

imagery drawn by Parkinson, the cinematic effect is undeniable… I heartily recommend this 

series to anyone who enjoys historical fiction and even those who don’t usually”. 

http://tinyurl.com/ktotgh 

 

Sentence of Marriage is available for download: 

http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1105 





 

 

 

 

Anne Lyken-Garner 

 

 

First, I'm a freelance writer, then a part-time youth worker. I also work as a television supporting artist 

with shows like Torchwood, Mistresses (UK's Desperate Housewives), Skins (with Slumdog Millionaire’s, 

Dev Patel), Casualty, Being Human etc. And maybe if you look carefully you'll see me as one of the Time 

Lords in Dr Who. In the past, I have been a Stage Actress and played at the National Cultural Centre – 

the national playhouse in the capital city, Georgetown. I’ve also been (and still am) a model, and was 

even a missionary in my home country of Guyana in South America, and have also had my own call-in 

radio show. 

 

These diverse experiences and abilities help me to write better, at least that’s what I keep telling myself. 

My full length book (Sunday’s Child) which will be available through Year Zero is different from ‘Voices in 

the Wall’ (my short story) but expect a lot of the tension, horror and imperfections of human nature that 

this short story has illustrated. The bad news is that unlike this short piece, my coming book is all real.   

 

At the moment Sunday’s Child is being read by a publisher so I have to put its YZ release on hold. 

However, there is good news. As the resident non-fiction diva of Year Zero Writers, I’m still giving away 

one of my five self-help books on Free-e-day. This one is called ‘How to Sp£nd L€$$’ and took me four 

years of proofs, acid tests and research so I know it works! This helpful handbook shows you how to 

spend less in food and clothes shopping, household bills, entertaining and much more. It's perfect for 

reading while travelling, or as a present for someone you know who definitely needs it perhaps just as 

much as you do.   

Download it for free here:  

 http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/4154 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

Tashya Paul – Writer, Photographer, Crime Scene Examiner. 

 

I work full-time as a Crime Scene Examiner.  It’s a great job, and I love it but 

sometimes I wish I could spend more time writing!  I see the rougher side of life 

but I also meet really lovely people, not to mention some very interesting 

characters.  Occasionally they find their way into my writing, which is based around 

crime and policing. 

 

I’m currently working on my first novel, with a couple of ideas simmering away on 

the side.  My offering for free e-day is a short story. 

 

My photography, in contrast to my writing, captures beauty and happiness.  It 

keeps a balance between the less pleasant things I come across in my work! 

 

The photographs I’m putting up for free e-day were taken on an SLR camera with 

35mm colour film and, once developed, scanned into the computer where I played 

with effects.  The model is my best friend – we were on a camping trip and stayed 

the night at Matata, which is a small settlement on the Pacific Coast of the Bay of 

Plenty, New Zealand.   

 

Most of my photographs are now taken with a digital camera but I’ve still got my 

trusty SLR and enjoy taking the time required to get that ‘perfect’ shot.  It’s a nice 

contrast to the technical aspects of crime scene photography, and much nicer 

subject matter! 



 

 ‘Far From Home’  by Tony Malone 

About the Story 

A train ride through the suburbs of Melbourne gives us a glimpse of the 
modern, multi-cultural place the city has become and also hints at some of 
the issues it faces in the twenty-first century.  In a story about identity, both 
personal and cultural, not everything is quite as it seems… 

***Free to download from www.tonysreadinglist.blogspot.com  from 
1/12/09*** 

About the Idea 

Melbourne is, per-capita, second only to London when it comes to 
international students.  While this is well known to those inside the 
international education industry, the wider public is only now slowly 
becoming aware of this fact, owing mainly to the international outrage 
(particularly in India and China) caused by a series of attacks on 
international students in Melbourne. 

This idea came to me after watching the coverage of these events in the 
media, and the way in which the unprepared politicians and government 
officials were forced to scramble to limit the damage to a very important, 
and lucrative, industry.  Although I’m writing it as a short story now, I would 
like (when I have time - one day!) to turn it into a longer story… 

About the Writer 

Tony Malone, a thirty-five year-old Learning Adviser at a college 
specialising in international transition education (who is not quite at ease 
writing about himself in the third person), was born in Coventry and has 
ended up in Melbourne via Leeds (Modern Languages Degree), Germany 
(avoiding entering the workforce proper) and Japan (avoiding entering the 
workforce proper but being paid much better for it).  For much of the time 
since graduating from his undergraduate degree, he has worked as an ESL 
teacher or co-ordinator. 

He has spent far too much time this year on his blog 
(www.tonysreadinglist.blogspot.com), where he has posted reviews of all 
the books he has waded through in 2009.  If you ignore most of his early 
attempts at a C.V., Far From Home  is his first attempt at a work of fiction. 



 

 

The Directory Bit 

Full of links and stuff. Remember, if you want to appear here in the next version, just pop along to 

www.freeeday.wordpress.com 

 

Words 

PLAYS 

Lindsay Price will be giving away a pdf download of a play through the wonderful Theatre Folk website 

(http://www.theatrefolk.com/blog)  

MAGAZINES 

Greatest Uncommon Denominator (GUD) will be offering the pdf edition of their amazing literary & 

genre fiction, poetry and art magazine for one day only. (http://www.gudmagazine.com)  

NOVELS 

Jamie DeBree, author of the delightful and variegated Variety Pages, home to her flash fiction and 

insightful articles, will be giving away a novel or novella on http://thevarietypages.blogspot.com 

Larry Harrison will be offering Glimpses of a Floating World, an elegy to the drug-sodden underbelly of 

60s Soho. Available in full for free now. (http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/3275)  

Dan Holloway, Songs from the Other Side of the Wall, literary fiction. Achingly beautiful coming of age 

story set in post-communist Hungary for fans of Murakami. Full novel available free now. 

(http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/3308)  

Oli Johns will be offering Benny Platonov, the story of one man’s attempts to save the homeless of Hong 

Kong with his words. Available in full for free now. (http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/3678)  

George LaCas will be offering Jimmy Gollihue, the magic realist tale of a young pool player who goes on 

the road to fight the devil, and falls in love with a beautiful witch. (http://magic9realist.com/home) 

(http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1065)  

Dai Lowe, Little Mr Poonlop’s Seventh Holiday    and Fardel’s Bear  hilarious, intelligent contemporary 

fiction. The full novels available as a free pdf now (http://www.poonlop.com/) 

(http://www.lucidity.ltd.uk/bear.htm)  

Alexandra Marrell, literary collective pioneer,  and her www.alinarpublishing.com offers free downloads 

from many of its fabulous authors 

John Harold McCoy is offering his novel Bramwell Valley. What happens when the devil quits his job, 

goes to Ft Lauderdale to become a bartender – and falls in love with a sorceress? 

(http://www.bramwellvalley.com/)  

MCM, pioneering author of Torrent Boy and creator of RollBots, will be offering Typhoon 

(http://1889.ca/)  

 



John Mellor is offering his novel The Seven Gifts. It is currently available to read on his 7.books website, 

but will be available to download for free for one day only on December 1st. (http://7-books.net/)  

Roger Parkinson Is Azkun a long-lost hero come back to save them all, or just a madman with nothing to 

offer? Summon Your Dragons is a gritty fantasy, with no elves 

(http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/2724)  

Shayne Parkinson is offering her novel Sentence of Marriage: 1880s New Zealand: Amy dreams of the 

world outside her remote farming valley, but will she be given a choice in the life mapped out for her? 

(http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1105)  

Jenn Topper will offer her book, Getting the Old Gang Back Together 

(http://dontpublishme.blogspot.com) 

Heather Wardell is giving away her novel, “Life, Love, and a Polar Bear Tattoo”. It’s available now. 

(http://http/www.heatherwardell.com/pbfree-e-day.shtm)  

Patrick Whittaker will be offering two novels, and possibly a collection of his short stories 

  

NON-FICTION 

Anne Lyken-Garner will be offering the self-help book, ‘How to Spend Less.’ 

(http://annelykengarner.blogspot.com/) (http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/4154)  

Cameron Chapman, social media guru, will be offering some of her writing. You can currently find free 

material from her latest book, Internet Famous  (http://internetfamousbook.com/)  

A. Jay Adler will offer his personal essay “Blink” on his life-long considerations of “the coming end of my 

going to sleep through the sleep that will never end.” (http://www.sadredearth.com/)  

Allie Somerville will be offering the pdf of Uneasy Rider – Confessions of a Reluctant Traveller. Ever 

thought a trip around Europe in a second-hand camper-van would be fun? Then this has been written 

just for you. If not, just enjoy the ups and downs of the ride. 

NOVEL EXTRACTS 

Kallysten, author of romance and erotica offers a vast array of short stories and excerpts from her 

novels for free on a website that’s packed with wonderful writing, and podcasts of her 

work. (http://kallysten.net/)  

Richard Denning, already gives away the first three chapters of The Last Seal, a historical fantasy novel 

in which four mismatched Londoners brave the perils of the Great Fire of 1666 to prevent an even more 

terrible threat. They must each overcome weaknesses, temptation and guilt in order to gain the ability 

to destroy a demon buried under the city. He  plans to release a sneak preview of the sequel on 1st 

December. (http://www.thelastseal.com/)  

Oli Ross, A Year in the Life of Some Guy, An adult comedy with more balls than Wimbledon. Download 

the pdf of chapter 1 now (http://ayearinthelifeofsomeguy.blogspot.com/2009/06/read-chapter-1-

now.html)  

  

POETRY 



Banana the Poet will be offering her Alternative Poetry Books, currently downloadable for free. 

(http://thealternativepoetry.blog.co.uk/2009/09/20/download-the-free-scribd-lite-e-book-version-of-

alternative-poetry-books-yellow-edition-7005359/)  

SJ Heckscher  

Penny Goring video-poem: ‘Bless the Bed I Lie Upon.’ 

Martin McGovern will be offering a selection of short stories and verse 

Sarah E Melville will offer her collection of poems Improper Love Poems About Fruits (http://s-

melville.blogspot.com/)  

Nydiessi will offer a selection of poems (http://nydiessi.deviantart.com)  

  

SHORT STORIES/SPECIALS 

Rachel Astruc will offer a special edition pdf for her SF serial (http://avepasifika.livejournal.com) 

Terry Dock will be offering a special edition companion piece to his SF web serial 

(http://www.madilon.net)  

Paul Lell is offering short stories (http://www.kalijor.com/writings.htm)  

Tony Malone will be giving away a short story written especially for the event 

(http://tonysreadinglist.blogspot.com/)  

Marcella O’Connor will be offering her short story, Oreo 

Year Zero Writers will be offering Brief Objects of Beauty and Despair, their collection of 13 short stories 

and extracts from some of the most exciting indie writers of literary fiction. Available in full for free now. 

(http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/3324)  

  

TO BE ANNOUNCED 

Peter Carlyle 

Karine Levecque 

 

 

Sounds 

Strobegirl, will have one of her amazing dreamypop, alternative, folkyacoustic tunes available 
to download. You can listen to her on her reverbnation page now 
(http://www.reverbnation.com/strobegirl)  

 



In Isolation, their first New Wave/Indie/Alternative studio single, The Wrong Girl,  is now 
downloadable as an mp3 for free here:  Visit their web site 
(http://www.myspace.com/inisolationband)  

To The Moon, A truly bizzare mix of raw guitar, soulful vocals with huge sub bass and tinny 
drums is complimented with a visually powerful live performance,combining improvised playing 
and sequencing to extremely rehearsed effects and soundscaping, their music is free. 
(http://www.reverbnation.com/tothemoon)  

InLight, whose Indie sound has some wonderfully rich layers of melody and orchestration, have 
been dubbed “the best unsigned band in the UK” (http://www.inlightband.com/)  

Carlos Ruivo, some fantastic rock influences on this amazing, unique guitarist. His approach 
and project typify everything Free-e-day holds dear. 
(http://www.carlosruivo.com/english/home.htm)  

Nikki Loy is a singer-songwriter who writes hauntingly lovely music for solo guitar 
(http://www.myspace.com/nikkiloy)  

GrooveTek, the fabulous website devoted to electronica will be doing something special on the 
day (http://groovetek.net/)  

 

 

Pictures 

Jennie Waterous, designer and craftsperson, has some wonderful designs you can make up into cards, 

available for free download. (http://jennie.watero.us/)  

 

Fellow Travellers 

The Indie Handbook, the guide to America’s finest Indie music. They don’t care if it’s obscure, 
or massive. They care if it’s good. (http://www.theindiehandbook.com/)  

Indie North, a Canadian collective of the most talented craftspeople you’ll ever meet 
(http://www.theindienorth.com/)  

The Squid Ink Collective, an Indie collective devoted to making the finest, funniest, funkiest T-
shirts around (http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=5321907)  

Publetariat is a site devoted to providing a wealth of practical resources for independent 
authors. (http://www.publetariat.com/)  

Fringe, a magazine with a manifesto. Devoted to quality writing the mainstream just can’t 
handle (http://www.fringemagazine.org/)  

 



Bookbuzzr is the indispensible free widget that allows you to embed your book in your website, 
and the sister book repository, Freado, provides a one-stop place to browse for free through the 
books using it. (http://bookbuzzr.freado.com/)  

E-Fiction Book club is a fantastic site that seeks out and reviews the very best free fiction on the 
web (http://efictionbookclub.wordpress.com/)  

Online Novels is a great site listing fiction on the web, including a lot of free fiction 
(http://online-novels.blogspot.com/)  

Web Fiction Guide is a great place listing free online fiction (http://webfictionguide.com/)  

Stack Magazines, a fantastic new subscription way to try a range of Indie magazines. A labour 
of love from a company dedicated to sharing the Indie way. (http://www.stackmagazines.com/)  

Y Not Festivals are the Indie-est, most “pure” festivals in the UK, devoted to finding and 
showcasing fresh music (http://www.ynotfestivals.co.uk/lineup.php)  

E-novella is a website that offers writers a place to showcase their work for free. 
(http://www.ynotfestivals.co.uk/lineup.php)  

 

 

 

Events 

“Indie culture and the Internet: a happy marriage or a tumultuous affair?” Keynote debate on 

globalisation, social inclusion, and the winners and losers of the internet age 

 “What makes a collective work?” When is it a good idea to get together with others working in your 

field? What should you do together? And when should you steer clear? Hosted by Year Zero Writers, 

and featuring members of successful commercial and non-commercial collectives (TBC) 

“The 21st century novel – reigniting the modernist project” – hosted by the Sulci Collective 

“Is it broke and should we fix it? What can creatives do to earn a crust in 2010?” – hosted by Dan 

Holloway featuring some household names TBC 

“Is it possible to make a living outside the mainstream?” Debate and workshop webchat 

Self-publishing webchat featuring Writers’ Forum columnist & mine of self-publishing knowledge 

Siobhan Curham 

 

WANT TO CONTRIBUTE SOMETHING? WANT TO HOST AN 

EVENT?  

 



LET US KNOW: 

www.freeeday.wordpress.com 

songsfromtheothersideofthewall@googlemail.com 

 

 

 

 


